
We take an Artisan approach to crafting limited release wines for the discerning wine drinker. 

 

We are dedicated to making wines that highlight the finest attributes of each variety.  

Concentrating on the fruit on the vine, we make wines that offer wonderful fruit  

purity and are an obvious reflection on the grape variety, region and vineyard origins.  
 

COOL CLIMATE VITICULTURE & WINEMAKING 

Marlborough’s temperate, maritime influenced climate provides ideal growing 

conditions, and allows us to craft expressive wines with elegance and structure. 

 

The 2012 growing season was not typical Marlborough with cooler, wet  

weather and a lack of sunshine throughout Spring and Summer. This unusual  

weather continued through the all important flowering period and reduced yields 

considerably. Thankfully the weather improved to ripen the fruit fully and harvest  

went ahead as planned. The smaller yields provided fruit with an concentration of  

expressive flavours and a lovely line of acidity. 

 

We carefully hand harvested the fruit, gently preserving the fine fruit flavours. 

This wine is from a blend of 60% clone 95 Chardonnay fruit and 40% clone  15 

In the winery, the fruit was 100% barrel fermented in a combination of new  

and seasoned French Oak using select and wild yeasts. Regular lees stirring  

and maturation for 10 months in barrel delivered a beautifully layered wine with  

fine texture. After maturation, the wine was racked, gently filtered and bottled. 

 

WINEMAKERS TASTING NOTE 

Intense and complex, with golden straw hues and aromas of ripe peaches,  apricot  

and citrus. The wine is rich and powerful on the palate with juicy tropical and citrus  

fruits, melon and a nutty oak and buttery influence. A fine texture, this wine is  

voluptuous with a long, elegant finish.  

 

CELLARING 

Drinking well in it’s youth this wine will age gracefully and reward further careful  

cellaring. 

 

SUGGESTED FOOD PAIRING 

Pasta alla Cabonara, Seared Scallops, Pumpkin Ravioli  

 

 

 
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

Harvest Date 25th April 2012  

Brix at Harvest 25.2 

Bottling Date 6th December 2013 

Alcohol 13.5% Residual Sugar: 2.8 g/l 

Titratable Acidity: 7.5 g/l pH: 3.26 

Packaging:  6 x 750ml cases 

Accreditation: Sustainable Winegrowing New Zealand 

Chardonnay Marlborough 2012 

“The day ripe  

with possibility   

-  summer calls – 

gather friends,  

family, a cork 

flies and 

laughter bubbles 

over into the 

day” 
 

- A POEM FOR 

SUMMERHOUSE 

BY JENNY 

BORNHOLDT 

 
 


